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WALLONIA EXPORT  
& INVESTMENT AGENCY

Wallonia has an excellent logistics 
infrastructure and «multimodality» is the 
keyword. Liege Airport was awarded the 
title of best cargo airport in the world 
for the year 2020. You will also find 
yourself well supported : the actors of 
the sector are gathered in the «Logistics 
in Wallonia» cluster.

The Wallonia Export & Investment Agency (AWEX) is the institution in charge of the  
development and management of Wallonia’s domestic and international economic rela-
tions. 

Through a personalized, innovative, and sustainable approach, AWEX supports Walloon  
companies - regardless of their size, sector, or target market - in every step of their inter-
national endeavors. This includes exports, technological partnerships, and development 
abroad. 

The agency’s vast network of connections ensures the best advisors are always by your 
side. Our local anchors and agents abroad are capable of providing unparalleled insight to 
take your  company to the next level. In addition, our connections will help establish your 
business in the global marketplace and promote it throughout the world. Training, incen-
tives, and international financing are also available.
 
AWEX is also committed to strengthening Wallonia’s position as the premier gateway for  
international investors seeking success in the heart of Europe. We work closely with them 
to  inform, convince, and advise in every stage of their development. 

Feel free to get in touch with one of our local or international agents via our websites 
listed above.

In our network of more than 400 employees in nearly 100 countries around the world, 
there is  always someone ready and willing to support you in your approach.
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In attendance 
at IBC

• Laurent Paquet,  Project Manager Fairs & Events Wallonia Export & Invest

 l.paquet@awex.be

 www.awex-export.be

• Laurence Martaux, Economic and Trade Counceller

 lahaye@awex-wallonia.com

 www.awex-export.be

• Guy Vanpaesschen, Digital Economy Business Developer 

 g.vanpaesschen@awex.be 

 www.awex-export.be
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CREWBOOKING S.P.R.L.

15, Avenue Arnaud Fraiteur
1050 BRUXELLES
BELGIUM  

www.crewbooking.eu

Contact:

Laurent Hirtz, CEO
laurent@crewbooking.eu

Crewbooking creates useful interactions among professionals worldwide in the Audiovisual, Film and 
Event industry.
 
Our user-friendly platform and app will help you find the qualified people and resources, anywhere at 
any moment.

CYANVIEW S.A.

5, Rue Arthur Delaby
7100 LA LOUVIERE
BELGIUM  

www.cyanview.com

Contact:

David Bourgeois, GEO
david.bourgeois@cyanview.com

Cyanview offers a universal camera control system based on an RCP and small hardware modules. 
CyanView’s system addresses three elements of broadcast acquisition when using a mix of camera 
types: connection, control, and image quality. It drives a wide range of cameras, from ENG camcorders 
to mini-cams for specialty shots, or even D-Cinema cameras used on live art performances. Cyanview is 
assigning them with system-cameras capabilities by controlling their shading, lenses or robotic heads. 
Dedicated to vision engineers, it also manages common video processors, routers and switchers on the 
control room side in order to easily integrate cameras with existing broadcast workflow.
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DEPTHEN S.A.

31, Boulevard Dolez
7000 MONS 
BELGIUM 

www.depthen.com

Contact:

Stephane Dupont, GEO
stephane@depthen.com

We deliver solutions and expert services for integrating AI into operations, using computer vision and 
natural language processing, with a focus on rich descriptive metadata. We serve the media and enter-
tainment industry, improving content production, post-production, automation, and management work-
flows. We provide end-to-end video analytics solutions: artificial intelligence, web front-end, database 
systems, integrations.

DREAMWALL S.A.

52, Rue Destrée
6001  MARCINELLE
BELGIUM 

www.dreamwall.be

Contact:

Isabelle Denis, GEO
denis@dreamwall.be

DreamWall is an audiovisual production company specialized in virtual production from creation on UE 
to studio setup & production. Services that can be requested separately or entirely. Dreamwall has Inter-
national customers such as RTBF, France TV, TF1, RMC Sport, AL Kass, Star TV (Disney),...
We also enhance event production, for example, we enriched the African Cup of Nations opening cere-
mony with an animated 3D lion, in augmented reality.
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INTOPIX S.A.

9, Rue Emile Francqui
1435  MONT-SAINT-GUIBERT
BELGIUM 

www.intopix.com

Contact:

Jean-Baptiste Lorent, Marketing & Sales Director
sales@intopix.com

intoPIX creates and licenses innovative image processing & video compression technologies for Broad-
cast, Cinema & Pro-AV applications. It includes both IP-cores for FPGA & ASIC and accelerated SDKs 
for CPU and GPU. Amongst other technologies, intoPIX provides a wide range of powerful encoders & 
decoders including TicoXS (JPEG XS), TicoRAW, JPEG 2000, Tico (RDD35), TicoXS FIP, with additional 
key assets such as encryption, video over IP software & reference designs (for LAN, WAN, Cloud & Wire-
less) with scalability to support resolutions from HD up to 4K, 8K with lossless quality and zero latency.

Our technologies bring competitive advantages for manufacturers, content creators and broadcasters 
for capture (image sensors), live production (SMPTE 2022, SMPTE 2110), AV over IP, contribution, sto-
rage, editing, archiving and playback.

NEUROMEDIA SOFTWARE S.A.

2 A / 11, Place François Gerard
4400 IVOZ-RAMET
BELGIUM 

www.neuromedia.io

Contact:

Dany Donnen, Business Developer
ddonnen@neuromedia.io

NeuroMedia Software provides the broadcast technologies & the multimedia market with the means to 
facilitate content creation and performance measurement. Its flagship product, NeuroMedia Analytics, a 
tool for measuring the use of streaming media, is used by thousands of channels worldwide. 
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ON-HERTZ S.A.

214, Rue des Canadiens
7012  HYON
BELGIUM 

www.on-hertz.com

Contact:

Benjamin Lardinoit, CEO & Co-founder
benjamin.lardinoit@on-hertz.com

On-Hertz audio-first software suite empowers you to break free from the limitations of legacy hardware 
environments. We build solutions and apps that are easy to adopt, a breeze to use, and offer full control 
over your production.

From our modular audio engine to our Flexible Audio Mixer to our turnkey cloud-based production so-
lutions, On-Hertz brings media brands closer to their audience.

WNM S.A.

380, Rue des Chanterelles
4100  SERAING
BELGIUM 

www.wnm.be

Contact:

Gaëtan Crenier, Manager
sales@wnm.be

With more than 25 years of experiment, WNM provides audiovisual broadcast & industrial facilities. 
WNM provides also some IA solutions such as transcription & subtitling & smart detection.
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WALLONIA EXPORT & INVESTMENT AGENCY

Place Sainctelette 2
B - 1080 BRUSSELS
BELGIUM
Phone:+32 2 421 82 11

mail@awex.be
www.awex-export.be

Avenue des Dessus de Lives 6
B - 5101 NAMUR

BELGIUM
Phone: +32 81 33 28 50

welcome@investinwallonia.be
www.investinwallonia.be


